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Twelve months to self-sufficiency!This fully updated second edition of the popular Weekend

Homesteader series includes exciting, short projects that you can use to dip your toes into the vast

ocean of homesteading without getting overwhelmed. If you need to fit homesteading into a few

hours each weekend and would like to have fun while doing it, these projects will be right up your

alley, whether you live on a forty-acre farm, a postage-stamp lawn in suburbia, or a high rise.The

October volume includes the following projects: * Extend the fall gardening season with quick

hoops* Store vegetables on the shelf* Scavenge biomass for the garden* Become an

apprenticeThe second edition has been revised and expanded to match the paperback, with extra

photos and feedback from weekend homesteaders just like you, plus permaculture-related avenues

for the more advanced homesteader to explore.
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I've picked up most of this series when they show up on the top 100 free list and this one, like the

others, does not disappoint. The article on hooped row covers showed the upside and downside to

their usage. I think when I construct mine I'll actually do things a little differently and make it a bit

more user friendly; i.e., large enough to actually enter, like a greenhouse, so I don't have to

constantly mess with the covers just to get to my vegetables. As usual, the articles are well written,

thought provoking and helpful to those who might be looking to simplify their lifestyle. Highly

recommended to one and all.

I love it! Anna does a great job with these books. She gives excelent, practical, easy to follow adice

and project ideas. Anna doesn't just tell you about the idea of a project or product, she builds and

used the same thing for her to use and takes pictures and gives instructions for how you can do it

too.Buy it it is worth every penny!

This was pretty neat! This is very clear and readable, and the pictures are lovely on the Kindle for

PC app. (I don't think they'd show up as nicely on my e-ink Kindle, since they're color pictures, but

they're not strictly necessary to appreciate the book.)I found the information helpful and I liked the

idea of breaking things down into separate projects. I think a lot of people could benefit from trying

the "poverty line" experiment.

Once again Anna shares her experiences and wisdom both good and bad lessons learned on

country living. Her first-person view point as she works the land with her husband and they raise

everything from kids to chickens is entertaining and educational. She doesn't sugar-coat her

experiences.

As a single woman living in the mountains of southern Ecuador I have found this booka marvelous

addition to my useable collection of books. So much intelligent basicinformation with more in depth

information for so many things. I order this book eachmonth as the new one comes out. I am

hooked.... totally.

Excellent little series - full of great ideas and well worth 5 stars. I have read through most of the

series and find it's layout applicable to seasons easy to follow. Love these little e-books; well done!

I have learned at least one new thing to do with homesteading in each of these chapters. I would



recommend any of these books. I am just getting started with homesteading, and these made me

see that a little can be done at a time to make a difference.

I enjoyed browsing through this illustrated magazine and found many ideas that I

implemented.Excellent information for "Do it yourself" people.I am looking forward to reading more

volumes, and definitely recommend the October issue.
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